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AIDS educators
target ethnic
minority groups

Down in the pits

Noeenhoris -- Daily staff photographer

Students relax at lunch in the amphitheater during this unusually sunny week. \lore sunny skies are expected

Still selling

\I,

111 ’tic publish> surrounding the
19K9 Vv’ttinen of SJSI ’ calendar appears
to lithe helped sales. bookstore
ees and the calendar’s producers said
Tuesdas
Rohm’ s Bookstom has already sold
all 01 its b0 calendars and has rssirdered
24 more. said employee Nicole Iverson
Bnian Licht. the calendar’s producer.
attributed "the hig success- in sale, to
articles published in the Spartan 1)aily
aS
the SaIl Jost: Mercury NCWS. i.IS
Press International.
"It is a complete and major success
tor the lest time eser." Lleihl said.
1 iehl is .1 ’norther ot the Pi Kappa
\
l’aienuts v.hich sponsored the

II) Greg Maas
Daily staff writer
The acquired immune deficiency syn
drome v,as originally thought to he .1
gay. disease. hut now it is ninning rani
pant in the mmonty community.. health
educators say .
IntOrmation about ADS was first directed at the gay, white community,.
where the disease was onginally detected, said Oscar Battle. SAP health
educator.
Now AIDS education needs to he focused at. and more sensitise to. ethnic
minority’ groups. because the spread 4)1
the disease is going h) get proportionally
voirse for the ethnic population. Battle
said
In an apocryphal statement. Richard
Ingraham. a biology professor at SJS11,
said. "It is going to get worse helliire
is piing to get hefty"
For esery 1410,111X) people III the
Canted States. there are KO Hispanics
and 7fi blacks with AIDS. compared to
21 whites and so, Asians with the disease. at:coding iii statistics prepared hy
Califonua’s ( lithe ot .1IDS
’The 1112lIfes shim a disproportionate
representation ot ethnic minorities inlected with AIDS. said Ingraham.

Oscar Rattle
diOr

Even though blacks repirsent 11.7

percent tit the population in America,
23.7 percent of the people infected with
AIDS are black. according to figures
cited in a San Francisco Sunday Examiner and C’hronicle anicle With the ad
dition of Hispanics. the ethniL represen
See AIDS, page r’)

.. C C to receive union fees

Calendar publicity
may draw buyers
It, I

Volume 93, No. 59

iiksitire and $.5.9s
$ / 95 at Ruben
at the campus hooksiore
Last year’s calendar did not eam
profit. according to Licht. hecause ot
the way the models wen: presented. The
models wore tashion clothing instead of
bathing suits
1.1eihl espects the calendar to tuni
profit this sear, but he won’t know the
esao numbers until January . when the
bookstores pay him
"The profits Lould he anywhere from
S500 144142.0(10. he said
Nancy McMahon. manager liar general hooks in the Spartan Bookstore.
could not he reached tor comment can
how sales were doing there
I .iehl said he thinks the calendar’s
sales are up at the 4..ampus bookstore.
which originally ordered 5110 copies

The Calehtlal leatures 19 female models. all of whom are Sig’ students. and
He said he went into the store to
includes two nude models and one topcheck. hut to his surprise. the sales slerk
less woman. The other photographs
refused to tell Iiiin how Malty CalellitaTs
III bathing Milk.
sOld
had alreact
The tratemity plans to donate any
profits holt, 111C sale of the calendars to
the calendar generated publiL y
the canliquake
Ituitl. according to when the Spartan liookstore allegedly
\ 1 if.
oleman. an alumni ol the frater- pulled the item olt its shekel. Mr one
I he twee tor each calendar IN das earlier this month

SUBOD vote
ties funding
to attendance
By Michelle Smith
Deity staff writer
Rachelle Morgan I ess is is Used I.,
dealing with tnistration in her position
a.s student hods piesident at SJSU’s satellite Lamm’s. the Monterey County
Centel ICC) in Salinas
liut last 1 iiesdas the Student Union
Board 441 1)arectois cleared a path tot
!Morgan -Lewis and the stutlents she ley
resents.
Acting on %ICC ’s iequest for Student
Union hinds. the hoard amused .1
committee re. onimendation to budget a
percentage tit Student Union fees ite
SIC( students each year
Under the plan. the alloniwni 441
funding will sal) threctls with \ 1(1 at
ientlance figures. though an evao

students at
here are currentls
MCC. hut attend:am,: is espected to
reach 1.750 by the yrear 1945. according
to projections cited hy Student Union
I)irector Ron Barrett at the Nos. 21
!meting .
The nev, policy requires Morgan! eV, Is and her silt:cc...airs to make six:, ilis tetillests lor funds from SCH(M).
beginning nod spring
SCI401) relused Morgan I es+ is’ request tor funds out of the Lament budget. which is running at a deficit. liar
reit said
Aliegan I mos contends that MCC
students has,. holt paying into the Stu.
dent 1 mon Midget
14 years and that
the% has,. a Tight to immediate funding
am still soy disappointed." she
said. ’ I here has to he some kind of
emergency lem:11,:. It’s Illst hash. bus’
nes. practice lbere Just has to be some
sit ay that they could do it
1)unng Morgan-IA:v.is recent cam
paign to gain recognition and lunding
from Math campus groups. she first

,k
hcloie the \
’,tied Student, hi
soli,. it a percentage of the A s fees mai
MCC students pay into the system. So
far she has received no funding trt en the
student gosernment, though the A.S
has formed an ad hoc committee to deal
with the issue
Morgan -less is also appnsiched the
union directors in October. requesting
assistance in itimishing a student lounge
for the centers Nov. I I iipen house
Ai that time. she made a preliminaryrequest Mr a percentage of Student
t ’Mon fix.
In a temporary measure, SUB01) got
Morgan-1,4mi, and MCC the furniture it
needed and sell! .14.1 request tot funds to
the St ’1301) Imam. c Continuity
Morgan Lewis said she hopes thai
under the stipulations th the tie% pohc,
Si .14( )1) ,a ill grant her requests v.ithout

Downtown sales cold

’Basically, I believe
that society was
responsible for my
becoming homeless.’

JOP

A child examines an ice sculpture of Santa al tails at
the Pas ilion Shops. w here sendors kicked off of the
orgaChristmas shopping season. The event

Rachelle Morgan -Lewis
Salinas arnpus rep

assIlitle the!, .11V Mg going tO
111C that I can’t hese a Chnstmas darky
or something... she said.
Morgan-Leuis said then: is comfort
in the fact that her campus and her cause

Homeless man hosts
KSJS radio program
By %intent 1. Oddia
patty statf writer
Jim Nysted. one of many homeless
people in dov.ntovo San Jose. has
Mund a new. home on the radio ail
waves
Last month, campus radio 1,111,1
Oh
KSJS tl:N1 90.71 premiered
I hiss !Ito% n." hich deals v. ith vanets
Jim Nysted.
of topics related to the problems ol
Downtown’ host
KSJS"City
dnig and
dov.htown San Jose. sot. It
alcohol abuse and the ongoing situation
involving the homeless
Nysted. v.ho is the prograMs host. been very sympathetic eiward ine
Another reason Mr the existence of a
has been homeless for about a year. and
slew. such as -City Downtown- is to
he described the conditions Willer Nt,
increase public awareness and under
ht:CallIC homeless as heing til
standing of the homeless situation in
strange order
"Basically I believe that society was downtown San Jose. and hopefully to
responsible tOr my becoming home. intimate people to do whatever they can
do to remedy the problems of the home
less.’ lie said
The idea for "City Downtown" less and 01 drug and alcohol abuse.
"Basically . the purpose of this show
came about thmugh a series of dissted had %shit George Pinto. is to present clearer view ot the situa
Clissiolis
who heads SJSU’s philosophy club and lions that exist dossntown. such as the
hmts KSJS "About This and That- homeless. from the point of VIM of
someone who is or ha.s been through
talkshirw
"lie and I frequently have dis- that situation. such as Nysted," Pinto
cussions regarding philosophy: and his explained.
Nysted says he believes that mass
lose tor philosophy along v. ith his involvement at KSJS. helped develop the media is the lastest way to influence
idea of using me as the host of ’City people. and he believes that SJSU has
See KSJS, page
tkiwntown,’ ’ Nysted said. "Pinto has

am still very
disappointed. There
has to be some kind of
emergency reserve.
It’s just basic business
practice. There just
has to be some way
that they could do
it. . . We were so
invisible before. But
at least now people
have heard of us.’

Watson -- Daily staff photographer

pr lllll
the downtown shops, which lune
suffered froni shover than expected sales during the
crucial holiday season.

are gaming recognition
"We ssere so invisible before Hui at
least ntiv. people have heard tit us... she
said.
Jill %If:Laughlin
and Ton, !Mercado
Daay staff writer
he v.ishing
While some people
tor a white Chnstmas. Pavilion Shops
merchants are lust hoping lor a green
Mk!
the holiday dectwations are up. and
es ery so olten a shopper can he seen
wandenng aniund. but most 01 the 42
specialty shops are not doing the heavy
business they expected alter Thanksgiving
Store than SON) people attended
the Pavilion opening about six months
ago. but the crowds have since
ihs Ind led
The center has used vanous promo’tonal techniques, such as coupons Mr
iree Iteid. in an attempt to attract and
keep a large clientele
"N’e 4:an (attract )5,000 people here
tor an opening. hut what’s IIIISSIrig
keep them here?" a,sked Chris Harm%cr. the owner of Teddies-n -Tees at
the center. "It’s completely fallen
short in my estimation...
Over this last weekend. Hanover
said he did not see a lot ol traffic and
was disappointed. Sales were about
the same a% usual dunng the Thanksgiving weekend. which is known as
the busiest weekend of the year for retail sales. he said
The owner of the Mexican restaurant across fmm Hanover’s shop said
he also was at a loss to explain the lack
441 customers.
"We can’t seem to retain them,"
said Man:elino Castillo of Casa Castillo’s,
One shop manager. Russ Call of the
Sports Fan. said he had heard rumors
that some shop owners will pack it up
See SHOPS, page 6
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Pavilion is
a grand flop

Campus Voice

Sexism affects
men as well
I am somewhat puzzled by the uproar over the
naughty nudic calendar being sold in the Spartan
Bookstore. Some feminists, it seems, are protesting its
sale because they feel that it is demeaning to women,
By Kevin Cole
reducing them all to sex objects. I suppose we should
ignore magazines like Playgirl since we know that
women have absolutely no sexual interest in men and
could care less about ogling "hunks" (meat?) either in
glossy photos or in the abundant flesh. I’d guess that if
it weren’t for the allegedly greater sexual desire of men,
the human race would probably have died out aeons
ago and we wouldn’t be here now raising a sexy
hurricane in a tea saucer (dish?) over some ridiculous
calendar whosc lustful purchasers can probably be
numbered on one hand.
On the touchy subject of women, men and bodies, a
lot of contradictory things have been said by feminists
over thc years.
A woman, we are told, has the right to do as she
pleases with hcr own body provided she does not pose
nude or semi-nude for publications likely to be
purchascd by mcn and provided she does not rent her
womb out for the bcaring of surrogate children. In the
meantime, disgruntled feminists in an east coast city
park remove thcir shirts to protest laws prohibiting
female but nor male nudity
from the waist up.
(Men had best not look or they’ll be charged with
sexual harassmcnt.) While all of this is going down,
Santa Cruz feminists angrily protest the closing of
massage parlors by the county sheriff (the masseuses
arc "sex workers" if you please, not prostitutes). The
Santa Clara chapter of the National Organization for
Women thunders condemnation over a one-time
incident of strip-tease in a West Valley College
cla.ssroom during which a breast falls out of a halter. I
do recall the Spartan Daily’s coverage of the 1989
Women’s Week quoting a keynote speaker as saying
that feminists were pro-sex and pro-nudity. Right.
Am I thc only one to conclude from this mass of
contradictions and petulant self righteousness that the
Emprcss isn’t wcaring any clothes? Great shadcs of
Lady Godiva!
Now I may be a lot of things but one thing that am
not is terminally stupid. A woman has theright to do as
she pleases with her own body provided feminists
approve of it first or don’t protest it. Otherwise she is a
bimbo (that’s a female jerk) and its counted as
Exploitation with a capital ’E’ of all women by all men
including gay men and those particularly interested in
scx at all.
We’ve discussed women, their image in the media
and their bodies.
Perhaps the timc has comc to discuss men, our
imagc in thc media and our bodies. A few weeks
before Women’s Week 1989, an ad was run in the
Spartan Daily promoting the opcning of the San Jose
Pavilion. It featured a photograph of a nude man on his
bells, with snakes drawn across his back, buttocks and
thighs while a voluptuous young maiden stared down
at him from a standing position. What if the situation
were reversed? What if the woman had been nude with
snakes on hcr back and the man fully clothed staring
down at hcr? Would feminists have protested it as
demeaning to women? What was the hidden message
in this photograph for men? Arc all men snakes? Does
it promote female dominance? In fact, men have been
called all sorts of things by so-called "liberated"
women; pigs, dogs, wolves, sharks, helpless little
guppics, even snalces, and just plain animals. Oh, and
in addition to all of these, mcn are "little boys" with
"fragile male cgos." (I thought it was sexist to call
women "girls.")
Well, folks, name-calling is a great way of avoiding
equality and some feminists are very good at namecalling.
How fragile arc men’s egos, mcn’s bodies? They are
so fragile that we arc the ones who arc forced to fight
in wars whether or not wc want to while the stronger,
hardier. "superior" sex gets to choose between military
service or civilian life. They are so fragile that we
always angrily protest whenever we get called
unflattering names or whenever ads like the one
promoting the opening of the Pavilion are published.
Of course, the truth is men don’t protest much at all,
even in thc face of sweeping generalizations,
stereotypes and categorizations used by some wome,n
in the battle against sweeping generalizations,
stereotypes and categorizations used by some men.
Perhaps our silence is mute testimony to the
strength of the so-called fragile egos combined with a
willingness to sec the model in the Pavilion ad as just a
model and not some official representative of
Everyman everywhere. Perhaps the worst form of
pornography doesn’t consist of nude bodies (male or
female) but instead of bodies being shot, stabbed,
blown to pieces, and burned alive in exciting G -rated
war films or thrillers. The reality is that most of those
bodies are male, not female, and in real life just as
many men as women gct killed on the battlefields. in
the streets. Violence is ugly no matter what the sex of
the victim or the perpetrator.
So I remain puzzled and somewhat amused by the
protast over the calendars collecting dust in the Spartan
Bookstore. Pcrhaps a sorority should consider
publishing a similar calendar featuring San Jose State
men in their altogether. While I am certainly no
"hunk," I might consider volunteering for the
December 1991 shot: lying in the nude on my belly
before a fully clothed female model with a branch of
mistletoe drawn across my lower back. Happy
holidays.
Kevin Cole is a senior majoring in biology. Ile
wrote this article for Forion.

U.S. losing more than chips to Japan
Corporate America has lost the edge
on the computer industry.
And if communism is dying or at
lea.st revising its economic system, capitalism in the area of software technology is losing the battle against
countnes with a more socialistic business approach.
As a result, in the next few years Silicon Valley is going to expenence a
drastic make-over that will involve
more than just trying to alleviate the
transportation problems.
Silicon Valley is going to have to add
little Japanese gardens to its landscape
and train its employees and engineers to
become fluent in the native language of
the Land of the Rising Sun.
It was reported in Monday’s Mercury
News that Nikon Corp.. a Japanese
company. was the only bidder ftir the
Perkins-Elmer Corp.’s semiconductor
equipment used to etch circuits on computer chips.
Computer chips are the building
blocks of any computer system available on the market today and are likely
to remain just that in the future.
To comer the market on computer
chips manufactunng equipment would
mean to comer the market on computers. Period.
If you don’t have the tools, how are
you piing to build the machine?
So why are no American companies

Valerie Junger
bidding for if.’
No one has the funds.
But Japan does.
Japanese technological successes lie
in two things: excellence in engineering
and manufacturing, and the government’s financial system which supplies
low-cost capital and applies little pressure on companies to generate near-term
profits.
In plain English, this means that the
government iiiws companies money to
play and invest with ssithout expecting
. the next day.
its money back
In the meantime. the results of this
socialistic appnxich to international and
domestic business are eloquent and selfevident: more funds to try out new

things, more time to develop promising
products and engineers’ projects.
Years ago, Japanese investments cornered the market on VCRs at a time
when American companies failed to see
how. such a product would ever he popular and profitable.
Japanese investors practically own
the expanse of Hawaii’s real estate.
Closer to home and more recently,
Mitsubishi Corp. bought controlling interest in New York’s Rtx:kefeller Center.
Gee! The old guy must be yenerr, yearning. for his family to
ning
buy it back.
But America can only whisper, "So
long" to its assets and watch its technological breakthroughs he engulkd in the
ever-devouring mouths of the Tokyo
masses.
The promise land of the pioneers has
become the playground of Japanese investors, who take what they see fit and
are crossing off companies on the big
inventory list of corporate Amenca
It has heen the U.S. trademark to not
tear change and adapt to
Let us hope that the Amencan econorm’: system is not too old no% to resist a necessary switch in business philosophy’.
Valerie flinger is a Daily staff
writer.

ANOTHER EARTHQUAKE "AFTERSHOCK’
4

is surprising that people with supposed
Itbusiness knowledge could squander $10
million of taxpayer money on something
they apparantly didn’t look into very
thoroughly.
I’m talking about the Pavilion Shops.
The architecture is beautiful. It really
is a nice place to look at.
But whoever it is that’s ultimately
responsible for creating something out of
nothing, for tapping a market that doesn’t
exist, is going to be responsible for the
imminent failure of the downtown mall.
And they will also have to answer for the
waste of millions of hard-earned dollars
that could have been used more wisely in
attracting downtown business.
As the Christmas shopping season
begins swinging into momentum, the .
Pavilion is still short of customers, as it has
been since its grand opening last summer.
At any given time of day on any siven day,
one will find few shoppers strolling around
the mall. As night approaches, everything
in the Pavilion closes and the place is
deserted.
Merchants at the mall are hoping
business picks up soon. How they will fair
at the end of the shopping season will
probably determine how they will
ultimately survive.
Christmas is less than a month away,
and customers are still scarce.
The problem with the Pavilion is not
pom promotion or advertising. The
problem is the concept itself.
How anybody could figure a shopping
mall sprouted downtown would draw
customers away from the the plethora of
area malls would be a case study in bad
judgement.
We have Eastridge Mall, Oakridge
Mall, Vallco, and the chief of Santa Clara
County shopping centers, Valley Fair,
pulling shoppers from all comers of the
South Bay. But supposed business types in
the Downtown Redevelopment Agency
thought it a bright idea to plant a mall
downtown, that shoppers would magically
flock to it.
Whoever was responsible for the
grand concept of a downtown mall
apparantly didn’t take the competition into
consideration. They couldn’t have,
because any logically -thinking entity
would have seen that such a concept would
run into problems, that there are other
malls in more ’desireable’ locations.
The downtown area needs to draw
business, but no one can expect people
trom around Santa Clara County to come
downtown just because there is a mall
there. It’s shameful, but there is a general
downtown bias that runs throughout local
suburbia. The only way to attract shoppers
is by offereing them something they can’t
find anywhere else.
Shoppers would come downtown if
they could find used record shops, secondhand chic stores, antique shops, and more
magazine shops. People would also come
if there were more new and used book
stores: since this area buys more reading
material than almost anywhere in the U.S.
. In Berkeley and San Francisco, those
kind of businesses draw lots of people to
central areas.
Those kind of things would draw
people downtown. They would also tap the
student market that was completely
overlooked by the Pavilion planners.
Students do not casually spend
$80 on a sweater or $200 on a dress. Not
on student budgets. Believe me, students
would shop downtown if it were practical
to do so. Most of them have a few extra
dollars to spend, though not as much as
people with real jobs.
And there are always enterprising
people who would set up business for
alternative shopping downtown, since
there is virtually no competition for this in
the South Bay.
Downtown needs to draw business.
But this can only be done when things are
looked at soundly, and not according to the
Disneyland rationale that has permeated
much of redevelopment planning.
please, my friends, wake up before
our city goes bankrupt.
E. Mark Moreno is the Life & the Arts
Editor.
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Daily Digest

SJSU Today

Yesterday
The Spartan football team’s
finale was viewed by the smallest
fan turnout of the decade, a scant
3,479 people.
Despite opposition from the dean
of C’ontinuing Education, the
Student Union Board of Directors
voted last week to raise student
union fees by 25 percent for
students attending winter and
summer sessions.

Today

ied
0

ly

The acquired immune
deficiency syndrome was
originally thought to be a gay
disease, but now the epidemic is
running rampant in the minority
community.

See page 1

A homeless man is now hosting a
program about downtown on
KSJS radio.

See page 1

20 Years Ago

las

Student government
established a Student Housing
Board to help students wage their
struggle with landlords.

International Center
to host next A.S.
board meeting
Student government leaders will
make their second num.’ tnp of the
semester in an attempt to meet the
students they represent.
Ikstination of Wednesday night’s
special board meeting: the International
Center.
Assot:iated Students directors will
conduct their weekly hoard meeting at
7:30 p.m. at the International C’enter,
located on I lkh Street. instead of the
usual 3 p.m. meeting at the A.S.
Council Chambers in the Student
Union.
Jo Stuart, director of the center,
commended the A.S. hoard for its
efforts to ’go out and meet its
constituents the students. ’ ’
The special meeting, coordinated by
Jim Walters. A.S. vice president and
chaimian of the board, will mark the
tstard’s second attempt to reach the
student population.
More than two months ago, board
members traveled to Joe West Hall and
conducted their weekly meeting there to
give students an opportunity to learn
about the government leaders who
represent them and to voice their
concerns.
’Though the turnout wa.s low at the
last meeting held outside the council
chambers, some of those who did attend
were enthusiastic about the board’s
efforts.
"We’re glad the A.S. took the

111111atIVC
il) COMC fr ) ale resilience
halls. said Tabatha Pousson. a resident
and chairwoman of the Housing
Advisttry Committee.
After the September meeting in West
Hall, directors expirssed interest in
continuing to travel to different
locations around campus.
All students are weiconie to attend
Wednesday’s meeting, as they tux all
other board meetings, Walters said.

Student reports
alleged battery by
2 unidentified men
An SJSU student was allegedly
battered by two unidentified men near
the Fourth Street garage Wednesday
evening but managed to escape
uninjured.
Theresa Taft, 21. told University
Police Department officials that two
white males in their late 20s approached
her on the sidewalk anti blocked her
from passing, according to a UPD
report.
The two men allegedly grabbed one
of her wrists and pulled her hair, the
report stated.
The police have no motive fOr the
alleged battery, and no arrests were
made.
Taft could not be reached for
comment Monday.

Spartan Shops Inc.
approves computer buy
for A.S. board
TI le Associated Students hopes to

nd

SpartaGuide

iir

ing

in

TODAY
Department of Meteorology: Seminar. 4
p m , to 5 p m , Duncan Hall. room 615 Call
924-5200
Phi Kappa Phi: Meeting. 11 30 a m Call
263-2625
Cultural Presentation: Ethnic
Kaleidoscope & Cultural Mosaic of Latin
America, guest speaker -Dr Jose Cerrudo,
University club Call 924-4605
Career Planning and Placement Center:
Co-op orientation. 1 30 pm,SU
Costanoan Roorn Call 924-6016
Alcoholics Anonymous: Meeting, noon
Campus Christian Center
Redevelopment Blues Project: Concert
noon. S U Amphitheatre Call 287-6417
Psi Chi Psychology Honor Society:
Psychology Talks, Dr. Thomas Tutko. 3.30
p m to 5 p.m Engineering Auditorium Call
379-1529
Vovinam Vietvodao: Martial art practice.
7 30 p m to 9 30 p m Spartan Complex
room 202 Call 295-7125
Campus Ministry: Prayer and sharing 7 30

a.m., Campus Christian Genter, 10th and
San Carlos Sts. Call 298-0204.
Fantasy & Strategy Club: Open Gaming. 6
p.m., S.U. Costanoan Room Call 924-7097
THURSDAY
Amnesty international: Meeting. 7 p m
S.0 , A.S. Chambers Call 257-6050
SJSU Philosophy Department: Reason
and faith, 6:30 p.m.. Hugh Gillis Hall. room,
103. Call 924-4468
Economics Students Association:
Meeting, 3 p.m , S U Montalvo Room
Alpha Eta Rho: Meeting. 7:30 p.m.,
Aeronautics Department. room 108. Call
286-3161
Alcoholics Anonymous:Meeting. noon,
Campus Christian Center, Jonahs. Wail. Call
298-0204
SJSU Theater Arts Deptartment: Words
and music of Cole Porter. 8 p m University
Theatre, Fifth and San Fernando Sts. Call
924-4555
Campus Ministry: Bible study -Book of
Genesis noon. S U Montalvo Room Call
298-0204

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State
University Community
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Physics Seminar: L. Hannon of IBM on
micro-hydrodynamics. 1:30 p.m.. Science
Building, room 251. Call 924-5467
Marketing Club:Software Exposition ’89’9
a.m. to 4 p.m , S U Umuhum Room Call
281-3161.
FRIVAY
Asian Business League:Banquet. 7 p.m .
Nagasaki Restaurant. Japan Town Call
274-6372
SJSU Folk Dancers: International folk
dance class, 8 p.m to 9 p.m. (teaching). 9
p.m. to 10:30 p.m. (requests) Spartan
Complex, room 89 Call 293-1302 or 2876369
SJSU Theater Arts Deptartment: The
words and music of Cole Porter. 8 p m
University Theatre Call 924-4555
SATURDAY
SJSU Theater Arts Deptartment The
words and music of Cole Porter 8 p m
University Theatre Call 924-4555
SUNDAY
Campus Ministry: Worship 10 45 a m
Lutheran Worship 6 30 p m and 8 30 p m
Catholic Mass Call 298-0204

improve its efficiency with a gitt from
Spartan Shops Inc.
The Spartan Shops Board of
Directors unanimously approved an
allts:ation of 519,197 Nov. 17 for the
purpose of purchasing a new Macintosh
computer system lor the A.S.
Aking with three Macintosh
computers, ()wen Nishioka. the A.S.
executive assistant hired to buy,
implement and program the system, will
also be purchasing a laser printer and
text scanner.
new computers will allow A.S.
directors to draft pnnxwals and to write
up their reports and. most unportantly,
will give directors access to the A.S.
secretary’s computer.
According to the time line submitted
by Nishioka, the new system should he
completely operational in March

Philosophy departmetd
offers dramatic reading
based on woik of Locke
The SJSU philosophy department
will present a reading of Angie Wang’s
play "Reason and Faith An
Imaginary Conversation" this evening
at 6:30 p.m. in Hugh Gillis Hall (HGH
103).
’The play is based on John Imcke’s
"Essay Concerning Human
Understanding Rook IV, Chapters
XVII and XVIII- and features a cast
that includes local actors like Wang.
William Cornell. Indiana Escalante, Jeff
lieu anti Melissa Hun:hard.
People attending the play will have a
chance to see a real live beggar. to
experience the divine and to witness the
s ’sit of a scholar than the past,
according to publicity for the event.
There is no charge for admission, and
everyone ..mcouraged to attend.
For more information. contact Dr.
Peter Hadreas at 924-4471 .
Locke was the great English political
and economic thinker whose ideas about
government were used by the American
Founding Fathers when declaring
indepdendence from Enuland

MAC & PC
RENTALS
If The Computer Lab
is Full or Closed,
For Dissertations,
Papers, Homework,
Resumes, etc ...

For the Record

News

A story about a Global Youth
Rehabilitation Organirat ion
director Daniel Nelson in the
Nov. I edition of th. Spartan
Daily quoted Nelson as saying
that he was a teen-agr ’rug
addict.
Nelson denies that statement.
"When I was a teenage. I drank
alcohol and did cocaine. hut I
was not a addict in any way." he
said.

Rancho Seco
closure delayed

A story in the Nov. 24 edition
of the Daily failed to
acknowledge that SJSU football
senior place kicker Jim Kirkwas
playing in his final game a% a
Spartan.
There were two errors in
Tuesday’s story about nom
attendance at Saturday’s football
game. Stan Morrison is the SJSU
head basketball coach. More than
150 student season tickets for
men’s basketball have already
been sold.

;
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41 win the ICPenney team this%
holiday season and you’ll eam
e extra money and receive a .4
discount on your personal pork" chases.
time and Part timet
positions are available. Apply in
person during store hours.
%

The Spartan Daily is
committed to accuracy. If you
notice an error in the Daily. call
the editor at 924-3280 or 9243281 .
You can also stop by the
Spartan Daily newsroom in
Wahlquist Library North 104.
The Daily will correct all errors
brought to the editor’s attention.

TRAINING
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YOUR UNCLE WANTS
TO PM FOR COLLEGE. BUT ONLY
IF YOU’RE GOOD ENOUGH.
Army RO’rC scholarships pay tuition
and provide an allowtuice tor fees and
textbooks. Find out if you qualify.
Find out more. Contact Ben Harris.
Room 308, MecQuarrie Hall, 924-2920.

FROM HOURLY TO
SEMESTER RATES

11

5)

10% student discount

Computers To Go
CALL 408/746-2945

ARMY ROTC
cons!

TEE SMUTEST COLLEGE
TOO CAN TARE.

539 S. Murphy Sunnyvale

EARN EXTRA $$$ FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON AND
PARTICIPATE IN SZ’S LARGEST NEW YEARS EVE
PARTY - ODYSSEY IService America is looking for eager, energetic people for
the following positions at the S.J. Convention Center:
Banquet waiters/waitresses
Kitchen Helpers
Banquet Captains
Dishwashers
Porters
Bartenders
Cooks
Please apply by calling 277- 3506, Mon - Wcd, 10am 2pm
You can help make ODYSSEY 1 the " Party of the Year"!

SAC’RAMEN 111 AP) -- ’The removal (il nuclear fuel from the plagued
Rancho Seco nuclear power plant is
being delayed by a mechanical malfunction, the Sacramento Municipal Utility
I hstnct announced Tuesday.
SMUD residents soted to shut down
the plant in a special election last June.
hut the process of removing fuel anti
starting the long decommissioning process was delayed while management negotiated -- ultimately unsuccessfully
to sell the plant to a pnvate firm.
lite plant had a history of administrative and mechanical problems resulting
in one ol the worm performance records
among the nation’s nuclear plants and
repeated rate increases to finance modifications and repairs and to buy replacement power.
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Color Copies
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Sales Flyers
Newsletters
Direct Mail
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Jammers fading in division race

Joseph RIlarin Daily staff

photographe

SJS1 defensive tackle George Muraoka and several other Spartan foot
hall players were selected to the all -conference first and second teams.

Spartans honored by
Big West Conference
!huh ,niff report
The SJM football team didn’t win a
conterence championship and it didn’t
get selected to a bowl game.
But it did have 14 Spartans selected
to all -Big West Conference teams.
Junior running back Sheldon (.’anley.
v.ho broke SJSIrs single season all-purpose rushing records and moved into
fifth place in the NCAA in that cat :gory . was selected to the conference’s
lust intensive team.
Canley was also selected to the first
team tor kickoff returns. an area he set a
school and conference records in this
season
SJSU punter Jim Hughes was the
only other Spartan to be selected to the
offense first team.
On the defensive side. Spanan standouts George Muraoka. Everett Litnipkills and 1.yneil Mayo were all selected
to the ei)nterenee’s first team.

Muraoka was chosen as a lineman
and May() and Lampkins weir selected
as linebackers.
Lampkins and Mayo. both roommates. led SJSU in tackles and sacks.
respectively .
Other Spartans who were chosen for
the all -conference second team include,
Kevin Evans. wide receiver: Ara Derdenail. offensive tackle; Pat Hinds, offensive tackle: Anthony Gallegos. offensive guard: Bob Bleisch. nose guard;
David Moss. linebacker; Paul Franklin.
cornerback; and Ryan Rasnick. safety.
SJSU players who received honorable mention status included. Doug
Hooker, wide receiver; Chad Hyrnel,
offensive guard; Jim Kirk. placekicker;
Brian Woods, center: lint Francis, fullback: Rick Huck, defensive tackle:
Hesh Color, mver; and Freddie Smith.
cornerback.

By Robert Louis Mallard
Daily staff writer
The Spanan basketball team wasn’t
the only young and inexpenenced squad
to make its home debut this past weekend at the new Rey. Center.
The San Jose Jammers of the Continental Basketball Association opened
their home season on Saturday with a
126-112 loss to the undefeated Santa
Barbara Islanders.
The Jammers played their second
home game Tuesday night. but results
were not available at press 11111C.
The Islarxiers remain atop the Western Division with an 8-0 record while
the Jammers fell to 1-5 and remain in
last place in the divison.
The two teams vaned extensively in
their expenence factor.
The Islanders had five players with
NBA expenence. siiid Jammers’ head
coach Cory Russell .
The Jammers have 10 players who
played their collegiate hall as recently as
1987.
"The Jammers can really mix it up."
said Larry Spnggs, a member of the
Santa Barbara Islanders and former Los
Angeles 1...iiker. "They have a really
strong team. They need to organize and
play together. After a couple of goixl
games together they’ll be dynamic.’
San Jose not only returned fmni a
five -game mad swing dating back to
Nov. 14, hut also had lost their last’
three games by an average of 30 points.
"We started off fast hut fatigued."
said David Boone, a three-year forward
(tut of Marquette llniversity. "I
couldn’t finish at all. I didn’t shoot or
rebound very well."
Boone entered the game as the team’s
leading rehounder with a 14.8 per game
average. He grabbed 12 during the contest.
On the eve of their home opener, the
Jammers aquired the nghts of 6-fixit-8,
235 -pound former Stanford forward
Howanl Wnght and 7-lixa. 235 -pound
Ben Gillery out of Georgetown University.
Gately. who played in 24 games for
the Sacramento Kings last season.
scored eight points and grabbed the
same number of rebounds. The .1:1111mer% acquired Gillery ’s nghts bY trading
suspended forward Tony Brown to the
Gnind Rapids Hoops in return for the
former Georgetown center.
"I never met Ben until around seven

BREAKFAST. LUNC’HDESERTDI

tl

Joseph R Vitlann Daily staff

photographer

lllll ier Butch Hays (No. 111 goes for a layup in the team’s home opener at the Rec Center. The Jammers
tonight." Russell said. "I didn’t know
what kind of shape he sv as in . ’
Boone said. -It’s still a matter of
playing together. Vse don’t understand
or have the feel fOr one another yet. It
will come with time and expenence.
Wright is currently on the roster of
Athlete% in Action and is expected to
sign with the Jammers soon. Vv’right
was a star ’inward on last year’s Stan-

!Ord basketball teani. The team v,as se
lected to panicipate in the NCAA Tournament tor the first time in more than 40
seasons.
"All vs e have to v,ork with is his father’s work telephone number," Russell
said when responding to a question
about Wright’s status.
Russell said the absence of tirrv.ards
Scott Fisher and Richard Morton, the

team’s two top scoirrs. played a role in
the Jammers hiss.
Fisher v.as averaging 25.6 points anti
V.R rebounds per game during the Jammers previous live games this season. In
four games Morton has contributed to
15.8 points and 4.5 rebounds.
Former UNE04/ guard Freddie Flanks
led Jammer scorers with 22 Butch
Hays scored ’211
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Sports

Spikers advance
to NCAA playoff
date with Tigers
Wilson honored
by conference
Todd A. Haynes
Daily staff writer
There’s some good netts and some
had news fix: the Spartan volleyball
team.
The gtxxi news is the team was selected to the NCAA playoffs for the
eighth consecutive season.
The bad news is it will face the University of Pacific Tigers in Stockton
Saturday night at 7:30.
The Tigers are the third-ranked tear
in the country and have caused the Spartans all kinds of problems this season.
On Sunday the NCAA named the
Spartans, 14-12 overall and 7-1 I in the
Big West conference. the seventh seed
in the Northwest Region and UOP the
second seed.
UOP won the Wendy’s Classic tournament last weekend, defeating defending NCAA champion University of
Texas and top -ranked UCLA.
"fhe Spartans haven’t beaten the Tigers since 1984 and lost to UOP twice
this season. As Spartan coach Dick
Montgomery put it: "We’ve got our
hands full."
The Tigers front line has controlled
hoth matches this season, successfully
blocking rnost Spartan attempts to
score. and Montgomery fears more of
ihe same this weekend.
"When you can’t score. you can’t

Oa,
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and
am In
1 to

inks
itch

win," he said. "Unless we End some
way to score against that block, the
same thing will happen."
Key injuries won’t help the Spartan’s
chances any. Blocker Leslie Page, a 6foot -2 junior, is out for the season, powerful outside hitter Mona Sualua is questionable and setter Susie Laymon has
heen battling a had hack all season.
"Mona wants to play, but after a
week of practice, we’ll probably use her
sparingly," Montgomery said.
While the Spiutans have appeared in
the last seven playoffs. only when they
finished tnurth in 1984 have they won
more than one match. Last season they
were defeated in the first round by San
Diego State 3-1.
A field of 32 teams was selected by
the NCAA for the playoffs, with four
regions. The Northwest region is seeded
as follows: the University of Hawaii.
1.10P. Long Beach State, UC Santa Barbara, Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, San
Diego State, SJSU and Eastern Washington
Spartan Notes: SJSJ sophomore
Dawnis Wilson was named a second
team all -Big West Conference volleyball player last week
Wilson, a 5-tOot-9 outside hitter from
San Jose, led the Spartans in kills with
3.5 per game and digs with 4.0. She
also ranked second in service aces with
NCAA play23. and helped SJSU to
off berth.
’This season marked the first time
since 1981 that the Spanans did not

CalTrain crash kills
two network bosses
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO (API
fwo ABC-TV executives were killed
when their bus headed to a Itiothall
.;arne at Candlestick Park was trapped
in railroad tracks in rush hour traffic
Ind hit by a commuter train.
At least six other people were injured
41 the crash Monday night, police said.
No train passengers were nun. and the
’c’alTrain train did not derail.
The hus. carrying seven passengers
Ind a driver, sva.s part of a convoy of
lour vehicles carrying network employees anti their clients to the stadium to
atch the San Francisco 49ers play the

New York Giants as part of ABC’s celebration of the 20th anniversary of
Monday Night Fotithall.
’fhe crash occuned after the bus WILS
caught on the train tracks at bout 5:45
p.m., according to South San Francisco
Police Officer Greg Hart.
The hus drove across the tracks al
Oyster Point Floulevard and Old Bay shore Highuay. about tive miles south
of San Francisco. but came to a stop behind a dt whir tractortrailer truck.

Repossessed VA & HUD Homes
Tax Delinquent foreclosures
Fixer -uppers
Now available from the U.S. Government
from
without a credit check.

Call 1-805-682-7555 EXT H-1513
for repo list in your area.
A,soc Med SluClant,

have a player on the all -conference first
team.
The University of Hawaii, the 1989
Big West Champion. placed two niembers on both the all -Big West lira team
and the second team.
Hawaii senior Teee Williamstianders was named the Big West Co-Player
of the Year. along with Long Beach
State senior Tara Cross. Anja Knotsen of Cal Poly San I,uis Obispo was
named the Freshman of the Year, while
her head coach Mike Wilton was
named Coach of the Year

November 29
Morris
Daily
Aud.
7 & 10 p.m.
$2.00
Free music
give aways.
Courtesy of
Warner Brothers.

Unless we find some
way to score against
that block, the same
thing will happen.’
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" Rock ’n Roll Barbers"
IUE’S - FRI 9 AM - 6PM, SAT 8AM - 4 PM
318 South 10th Street, San Jose 279 9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

Dick Montgomery,
SJSU uolleyball oac h
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A True Value
on an IBM
Compatible
Computer
JAS286-12SD SYSIENI UN IT

------ -Model Number: blAS28612,1

Intel 80286-12 microprocessor running at 6/12 MHZ
Zero wait state with Phoenix BIOS
640 KB RAM module on board expandable to 8 MB
One 5.25" - 1.2 MB diskette drive (Japan brand)
One 3.5" - 1.44 MB diskette drive (Japan brand)
1:1 interleave hard disk controller with dual diskette controller
I/0 plus card (one parallel, two serial, and one game ports)
Enhanced 101 -keys click Keyboard
200 W power supply
6 industry standard expansion slots
UNIX, XENIX, OS/2, and DOS compatible
One year warranty
7 days full cash refund
Ns...Display VGA 800X600 EGA 800X600
With
With
Hard N
EGA Monitor
VGA Monitor
Disk

Mona/color
Card With 14"
Mono Monitor
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Dawnis Wilson, recently selected to the all-Itig W est second team. and the rest of the Spartans take on 1 OP in lite first round

2391 ZANKER RD , SUITE 330 SAN JOSE, CA 95131
(408) 434-6787
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News
2 children
die in fire
HALM MESA, (’alif (AP)
A fire raced through a trailer
home early Tuesday, killing two
SM411 children trapped inside, authorities said.
The names of the children.
aged 2 and 3, %ere not immediately available. according to a
California Ikpartment of Forestry dispatcher.
Firefighters found the trailer
engulfed in flames shortly before
6:3() a.m. Deputy Russ lams of
the Victor Valley sheriff’s station
said the children’s mother escaped fnati the burning home to
call for help.
Eons said a liquid propane
heater was reportedly operating
when the blaze broke out, but the
cause of the lire was still under
investigation
"It may have been the cause.
but at this point it’s only a
’ may ,’’’ Lon% said.
The deputy said the children
Were trapped as the fire raced
through the trailer. which WiLS between 15 feet and 19 tett long.
The Baldy Mesa area is about
6 miles northeast of I AiS Angeles.

AIDS

Cranston claims
feds had ’vendetta’

From page 1

tation increases to 38.2 percent, the arti- come culturally sensitive to minority issues (about AIDS), he said.
cle stated.
Karen Huang. a psychologist from
l’he incidence of AIDS is going to
grow continually’ in minority groups, In- Stantiird University, said AIDS infixillation needs to he "ethnic specific."
graham said.
Battle said, "You have to make sure
"I do not think it has peaked or plathat the image you are portraying is an
teaued... he said. "It is a time bomb."
"llp until recently there has been de- image of the culture you are talking to."
The problem with AIDS materials is
nial" of AIDS in the black community,
that they. depict whites on the fmnt of
he said.
"Homosexuality is not accepted the cover or as the subject of the inforamong conservative black groups," he mation. Battle said.
A solution is to use the same material
said.
Battle said their is a belief that gays hut "make it personal," he said.
One way to make thr material more
do not exist in the black community.
relevant for ethnic minorities is to motiand that therefore AIDS does not either
Ingraham said minority’ attitudes will vate representatives from the minority
change when members in the conimu- community to generate their own AIDS
nity begin to "know people who have programs. Battle said.
"Teach ?limonites to teach themAIDS and die (it’ AIDS."
There needs to he MOM publicity selves." he said.
about AIDS in the ethnic population to
Model programs need to be created
get those at risk interested in fighting so pen* can fine tune and develop
the disease, Battle said.
other programs to meet the specific edu"There was little attention toward cational needs or separate minority
minorities initially," Battle said about groups, he said.
"We have taken shoncuts in the eduAIDS information.
cation of AIDS. Battle said.
Ingraham agreed.
Huang, an Asian community rep"The problem voth ethnic group% is
they d() not get publicity... he said.
resentative. said after a panel discussion
Added Battle: "Ille public was mis- on AIDS at SJSU early this month that
informed that AIDS was a gay disease. the shmeuts in AIDS education include
Once you allow a rumor to start. it is not addressing AIDS in the Asian community.
sery difficult to re-educate "
"It is a great injustice to label AIDS a
"I think there is more attention
gay disease." Battle said "The public (about AIDS) given to blacks and Hishas slov.ly moved with methods that panics." Huang said. "Asian students
were not culturally sensitive "
see it as a white persons problem. All
-"It ha% taken a couple years to he - minonty groups are affected hy AIDS

KSJS

From page 1

great potential. hoth physically and intellectually
"The people ol SJSU should use
their potential to do what they. can to try
to solve the urban probknis of San
Jose.’ ’ he said.
llossever. a% a honvless person,
Nysted said the attitude he receives
from others has basically been one of
tear.
"There is a tendency for people to
express fear to%vard sonvone who lixiks
different or is of another creed. race or
color." he said. "They have this fear of
the ’unknovsn ’ ’
In order to alleviate this fear. Nysted
says people should develop a basic acceptance of "lovv -class" peopk, and
the myth that homeless people are "diseased" should he dispelled.
This can he achieved through positive
action, such as volunteering at soup

kitchens and shelters. intelligent political decisions and voting, and basically
becoming involved in helping out
wherever and whenever help is needed,
according to the philosophy expressed
hy Nysted.
"Everyone has a responsibility to the
society in which they. live." he said.
"Refusal to carry out this responsibility
can lead to a loss of freedom and soual
limns
In getting more peopk involved in
the homeless situation. San Jose can
serve kV% an example for the rest of the
nation, he added.
Both Nysted and Pinto agree that exposure to a show such as "City Downtown" should move people to take action, rather than just he passive.
"City Downtown" airs every Tuesday night at 6:30 p.m. on KSJS.

at the

from Keating. his relatives and aSSOMates.
Cnmston received S850,0(X) for voter
registation groups in 1987 and 1988,
and another SI20.000 in 1986 for his reelection and for the California Democratic Party.
A California senator since 1969.
Cranston said he thinks the country’s
top thrift regulator. M. Danny Wall,
acted correctly when he transferred jurisdiction of Keating’s savings and loan
horn San Francisco to Washington.
D.C. in 198M.
"I think he probably did, since he
knew there was a vendetta going (ni and
didn’t trust their (San Francisco’s)
judgment," Cranston said.
Some members of Congress have
harshly criticized the move.
Cranston said he wasn’t alarmed to
learn in 1987 that Justice Department
pmsecutors would be asked to Irxik at
possible criminal activity involving
Keating’s thrift "because it’s very often
done by regulators. When they can’t resolve something, and they’re annoyed,
they send it over to Justice. And often
it’s never heard of again."

Associated Press
Sen. Alan Cnuiston said he was convinced San Francisco-based federal regulators waged a "vendetta" against the
savings and loan of Charles H. Keating
Jr. and said he asked regulators to handle their investigation more fairly.
In a telephone interview with the San
Jose Mercury News from Santa Barbara
Monday, C’ranston discussed his activity on behalf of Keating, a Phoenix,
Anz.. resident facing multiple investigations. Keating also is accused in a
federal government lawsuit of looting
millions of dollars from Lincoln Savings and lawn.
"For God’s sake," said the 75 -yearold Cranston. "II a senator is not supposed to speak to regulators who are on
somebody’s hack. and seek to make
sure they’re being treated fairly, and to
end the pmcess. what is a senator supposed to do’?"
Keating’s thrifi is in the midst of a
taxpayer bailout that is expected to cost
at least $2.3 billion, the country’s most
expensive S&L bailout.
Cranston said he regretted none of his
actions on behalf of Keating, and did
not regret weepting $970,0(10 for his
political campaigns and favorite causes
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Collapse
questions
remain
SACRAMENT() (AP) Caltrans
engineers and state geologists Tuesday
told the governor’s panel investigating
the earthquake collapse of the Interstate
880 viaduct and the Bay Bndge that
many questions remain.
’The Independent Board of Inquiry.
I I technical and scientific experts
named by Gov. George Deukmejian,
began its effort that is to result in a final
report hy June I, 1990.
"This is a very ambitious ’inviable,
but I do believe it’s vety important to
act as quickly a,s jx)ssible to ensure that
the public safety is protected," the Republican governor said in convening the
hoani’s first meeting in his council
niona
Deukmejian said he wants the panel
"to determine why these failures occurred and whether they could. have
been prevented." He also wimts "recommendations LIN to whether the state
should nnxiily our existing construction
and retrofit program for freeway structures. in light of new information gained
from this earthquake."
The chairman. George Housner, professor emeritus at California Institute of
Technology, said he believed the panel
could nveet the deadline. The hoard
plans meetings next month in Oakland.
in January in San Francisco and Pasadena and in February in Sacramento
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Limited space is available--first come, first served.
$5.00 entry fee; all proceeds will be donated to the
American Red Cross Earthquake Relief Fund.
All participants are eligible for prize drawing.
Contest for:

- Best Classic
Best Custom
- Best of Shaw
ark Library
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after the Chnstmas season.
"I hope some merchants will stick it
out." Call said. "A lot came in with
unreal expectations.’’
Some SJSLI students said they would
not he holitkty shopping at the Pavilion.
nmstly because of the high prices.
The Pavilion is too expensive with
its yuppie shops," said Sean Baum, a
20-year-old finance major.
He said that while he would go there
for the fixxl, he will probably be shopping at Valley Fair Shopping Center in
San Jose.
Nancy Iseri. a bniadca.st journalism
niajor. said the prices are "way too
high" in some stores for merchandise
that is not top quality. designer made.
She also said she would be shopping at
Valley Fair.
Amy Chappell. a graduate studies
major, said she would he doing her buying at Stanford Shopping Center.
"’There are no practical stores in there
(the Pavilion)." she said.

sasu

Pub
The Auto Show/Display will
be located on 7th Street
between the Surec Center &
Clark Librar Y (Just off San
Carlos Street.)

th

gnn,

Call 924-3270 for
more information
San Carlos Street
rlIMMIININIIIMIIMIIM111111111=1111111111=11
SJSU Auto

Show
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Entry Form

Drop off entry form and the S5.00 entry fee (in an envelope)
at Walquist Library North, (at the corner of 4th and San
Fernando), Room 135Spartan Daily Advertising.
Make checks payable to: Spartan Daily Advertising.

STUDENT

NAME:

MAJOR:

CLASS

LEVEL:

ADDRESS:

0

HOME

PHONE:

DAY

PHONE:

MAKE AND MODEL OF CAR OR TRUCK:

u

PPIMW

S’OPhIVIAP
R

EXPO ’89

COMING NOVEMBER 30TH !
Umunhum Room, Student Union
9-4 pm

YEAR

OF

CAR:

CLASS (CIRCLE ONE):

CUSTOM

AUTO SHOW DAY(S) PREFERRED (CIRCLE):
(a $5.00 entry fee is required per day)

CLASSIC
THURS. NOV. 30

FRI. DEC. I

No "For Sale" signs will be allowed. All vehicles must remain stationary --no
test driving will be permitted.
All SJSU University rules pertaining to
excessive noise will be strictly enforced.
San Jose State University, The Spartan Daily and Associated
Students are
responsible for any damage, or injury during the show. I, the undersigned, am a student
of SJSU and have read the above conditions and waive my rights at this time.
ISignature:

Date:
ni
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Seven Second Delay

Big Apple has biggest
foriegn diplomatic corps
Good, bad and ugly of N.Y. living
NEW YORK ( AP) - Mayor Ed
Ktx:h of New York City. told that Mikhail Gorbachev and his wife, Raisa,
were coming ftw a visit, said, "Great.
Invite them to dinner. I’ll take them to
my favorite Chinese restaurant."
While the reaction says something of
the mayor’s natural exuberance, it also
says a great deal of this polyglot city
that is host to the world’s largest diplomatic corps, some 40,(XX) men, women
and children from widely divergent cultUreS. They staff 159 missions to the
United Nations and 87 consulates.
If it’s not easy living with 8 million
New Yorkers, it’s no piece of cake for
the New Yorkers either.
Many of these guests live within the
sometime shelter of diplomatic immunity. Their various embassies are considered foreign territory, immune from
the New York police force, even city inspectors, a.s is the United Nations itself.
And their 1,000 cars have special areas
to park, one of their privileges, which
doesn’t stop them from parking illegally
almost anywhere they choose.
Last year, 65,000 parking violations
were issued to cars with diplomatic
plates. down from 154,0(10 a decade
earlier, an indication of better cooperation.

Laugh Lines
rM6EORSE. A NEURO-

SUPISEONI SFIENf 4 YEARS
AT ilLTS, 60T MY PiEVAGAL()SCREE AT iiAltAirRD.D0
Mr’ INTER41510PAT WLE, AMP
I EARN 1011000A YEAR’

The Vienna conventions do specity of the night. The diplomatic 911 numthat the diplomats should respect the her seems to be, "Call Gillian:.
laws of the host country. So diplomatic
"Not that it happens every night, be vehicles can he towed to the city pound cause it doesn’t." Gillian Sorensen
it they threaten health and safety, but, says. "But it still makes me jump be unlike everyday New Yorkers. the err- cause I know if they’re calling at that
ing diplomat can retrieve his car without hour. it’s important. They know sonwcost in most circumstances.
one will respond.’
The city concedes there is not enough
It can he anything from a bomb threat
diplomatic parking space. Fifty-five to a diplomatic suicide or a runaway
missions and consulates don’t have any child or a heart attack. The daughter ot
at all. But it is the one hanletield where the Indian ambassador died the othei
the host New Yorkers and their guests day of an asthma attack in a matter ot
cross bayonets.
minutes." she says.
Nut long ago, the Mexican ambassa"If it’s a towed car, we let it wait
dor pulled up to his designated diplountil morning."
matic parking spot in front of his resiFor her, it is an obvious labor of love.
dence just as a New Yorker was
backing into it. The ambassador asked "I learned how deeply diplomats care
hint to move and he wouldn’t. It heated about their work," she says. "I learned
how the image of diplomats as high-livup from there. Finally the ambassadtw
ing, mx:ializing. striped -pants types is
pulled a gun and won hack his parking
far from the truth."
place.
As commissioner, she is a sometimes
The person who adjudicates. mediates. calms the angry waters. is Gil- housemother to people who are far from
lian Martin Sorensen, head of the city’s home, in an alien environment, vulneraCommission for the United Nations and ble.
Consular Corps. She is the wife of Ted
During the telephone strike, there
Sorensen, a New York attorney who were some 80 calls from diplomats who
soled in President John F. Kennedy’s couldn’t get their phones installed and
White House.
were out of communication with their
Their honw phone rings at all hours home governments.
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Call Lisa

COLLECT et 0115) 8954769
NUTURING
COUPLE
wents to shower .wborn w love
laughter. and security Expenses
paid Call collect (916)8231ns
CATHOLIC

NEWMAN

MASS on

Judge William Pounders. "Given the
fact there are 65 counts, that is not too
significant...
Buckey. 31, and his mother. 63, are
charged with conspiracy and child molestation at their family owned Manhattan Beach preschool. Their 21/2-year-old
trial is the longest in U.S. history and
has cost Los Angeles County over $15
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The jury’s predicament came to light
when they sent a now to the judge
asking whether a deadlock should be
submitted as a sealed verdict.
The judge has instructed the junws to
give him each verdict, once it is tinal,
sealed in an envelope. He said he would
begin reading the verdicts a.s early a.s
next week even if all 65 charges have
not been decided.
.

PIM up end delivery avail.
We Cali now Pamela N6-31162

BARE IT ALL! Stop shaving, waxing,
tweezing or using chemical door

COMMUNITY

Judy Ryan ei 296-0204

LOS ANGELES (AN - - Jurors in
the McMartin preschool molestation
trial returned one verdict under seal
today but indicated they are deadlix.ked
on another of the 65 molestation counts
against Raymond Buckey and his
mother. Peggy McMartin Buckey.
"They’ve said only that they’ve
taken several ballots anti cannot irach a
verdict on a count, said Superior Court

pu

loons and competitive savings
rat. 408 S Ph St . 140111 9477273

ADOPTION

McMartin jury reaches a
verdict in one of 65 counts

O 11 1 printer,
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS
NOVEMBER 27 - DECEMBER 2
GENERAL BOOKS

GENERAL SUPPLIES

CHILDREN’S BOOK SALE

BORDEN & RILEY
PADS

SPECIAL PURCHASE OF CHILDREN’S
CLASSICS & NOVELTY BOOKS
’

fr

I

JELLY BELLIES
$ 3.15

PER POUND

VARIETY OF SIZES
1

tr s

CANDY

40%

OFF

diction
.,

tk.,7

\,(, 1440\

-

L-

ELECTRONICS
IBM

MODEMS BY

XECONN

1/2

TDK SA 90
4 TAPES w/case

OFF
$61.25 + 74.75

//
$4.95

POCKET TROUTS 2.49

SONY HF 90
PACKAGE OF 4

$

4.49
(Duracell Batteries

300 BAUD MODEM
$20.00

E.71_

’AA’ & ’AAA’ sizes
Compare at $2.(-38
Regularly $2

Now $1.95

MEV

SIDEWALK SALE
ALL SALES FINAL
NOVEMBER 27 - DECMBER 1

CLEARANCE ITEMS FROM ALL DEPARTAMENTS FEATURING:

TEXTBOOKS

CLOTHING

HARDCOVER

$1.99

FASHION SWEATS
BY

PAPERBACK

GEAR

$ .99

30% OFF

/7

A WIDE SELECTION OF TEXTS AND LIBRARY
DISCARDS.

BOOKSTORE HOURS:
M()N -THURS 7:15 A.M. TO 7 P.M.
FRI 7:15 A.M. TO 5 P.M.
SAT
10 A.M. TO 4 RM.

924 - 1800
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

VISA’

ERL

SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR

